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Abstract.
Digital marketing is no longer a new thing. This is because the ease of access to existing digital information does not limit marketing. What's more, there are many digital marketing books and journals that can be used as references. Besides, we are living in digital era where we can access all the information whether we need it or not. Life is becoming easier with all the technologies that we have nowadays. In this research, the author explains the digital marketing that use android as its implementation. In Indonesia, there are two big online transportation apps that most Indonesian citizens use on a daily basis. They are GOJEK and GRAB BIKE. These apps also offer several facilities to small business to market their products. It is called GOFOOD and GRABFOOD. With this, GOJEK and GRAB bike have really helped small businesses to survive specially during the time of pandemic. This study aims to determine the effects of digital marketing on brand awareness. While the independent variables are Go Food (X1) and Grab Food (X2), the dependent variable is brand awareness (Y). The study uses multiple linear analysis techniques. For data collections, researches used an online questionnaire via Google Forms. The result showed that digital marketing variables using Go Food and Grab Food had a significant influence on brand awareness.
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1. Introduction
The development of technology is so fast, making the e-commerce business grow in Indonesia increased, British research institute Merchant Machine, released the list the ten fastest growing e-commerce countries in the world [1]–[4]. Indonesia has 78% growth rate in 2018, internet users in Indonesia are more than 100 million users, being one of the forces driving the growth of e-commerce [5], [6]. The higher the development of information and communication technology, has impact of various fields, such as economic, social and cultural, as well as the impact of change lifestyle and consumption patterns. The rapid development of technology, the digital world and the internet has an impact on the world marketing, marketing in the world has shifted from conventional
Digital marketing prospects enable potential customers to obtain all information about products and transact via the internet \cite{7}, \cite{8}. With increasing internet users, people use the internet for social purposes media, where total social media users are often used for purchase transactions through social media. The development of a manufacturing sector with a digital platform plays an important role alongside the latest technological advancements and the progress of the industrial 4.0 era. Moreover, the government is targeting Indonesia to become the country with the largest digital economy in ASEAN by 2020. Indonesia is also known to be one of the largest markets and countries with the potential for growth and development of electronic trading or e-commerce \cite{9}. The increasing in Internet and online fields we can call it as an ICT \cite{10}. The advancement of Information and Communication Technology has had a positive impact various field. One of these positive impacts is the creative economy. They are creative will always see the business opportunities behind advances in Information and Communication Technology. Gojek and Grab bike are 2 creative ICT-based businesses. The two companies see extraordinary business opportunities from advances in Information and Communication Technology, although both of them are not transportation companies but with a second partnership system the company in a short time was able to partner with thousands of motorbike owners who need work and other small business owner elsewhere. The partnership system offered by these two companies is a mutually beneficial profit-sharing system. Competition in the business world is getting tougher and tougher, especially in the MEA era companies with various levels, ranging from large companies to companies and a workforce with various levels of competence from Southeast Asian countries came to Indonesia and became a tough competitor for Indonesian entrepreneurs as well workforce in Indonesia. To face this tough competition, creativity and innovation are needed build and manage a business. Business actors who wish to survive or develop must be creative and innovate, otherwise sooner or later they will out of the business world. Prospective entrepreneurs must be really ready and able to seize the right business opportunity, because if they are mistaken then it's not fortunately, they got stumped. Based on the situation and conditions of the business world today prospective entrepreneurs or prospective entrepreneurs must have sufficient capital and competence enough to open a business. Capital is not just a lot of money, creativity and innovation is also the basic capital that prospective entrepreneurs must have. And lucky here in Indonesia, we have GOJEK and GRABBIKE that already giving us a facilitate to support all the small business in Indonesia to sell their products by joining as merchant in GOFOOD and GRABFOOD.
2. Method

This research uses a qualitative method in which the researcher spread out the questionnaire through google forms. This research began on December 16, 2020 until January 11, 2020, conducted in all small business that we know all over Jakarta. Researchers compared the scores obtained by small business before and after they were joining in GOFOOD and GRABFOOD. The results of the comparison of scores are then analyses to find out whether there is an increasing of their profit as a merchant and not a merchant of GOFOOD and GRABFOOD. The increase in profit is measured by the increase in scores obtained by small bossiness owner.

3. Results and Discussion

Final Conditions of Customers that have been using both of transportation online in android version, said that they were quite satisfaction on the programme that the app offering. Like many promos that they can used to buy some food in the app. It was really satisfaction for them and the effect was for the shop also. By good service and good packing specially if the taste of the food were also satisfying, it can make the customer will come back again and give a nice feedback also for the store. Not possible, they will make their own promotion for us as a merchant. The key is only several item if the shop wants their brands get famous with low budget. They are making an excellent service, making a fabulous packing of food and finally improve the taste of the food itself. Questionnaires that we distribute gain 164 respondents it was conclude as below:

![Figure 1: Showing 164 respondents that has been participate in our questionnaires.](image)

And from the questionnaires also we can find that between the 2 apps that we have here in Indonesia, most people choose to use a Grab Food app as a food deliverer.
Figure 2: Showing the gender of the 164 respondents.

Probably because that app has many benefits such as promos. It can show in graph below:

Figure 3: The graph showed that the Grab Food is the app that has more function and benefit that customers ever used..

From the Figure 2 and 3, we can say that for the food deliverer, Grab Food is the most and more customer used for buying some food through online. Because this app or Garb Food app always giving many promos for the customer. And we as a merchant, sometimes we used the programme in order to increase the selling but its only used occasionally because our profit is also cut off for the promos itself. So, usually as a new merchant in Grab food, seller used the promos to promote their own products and to get popular as a new store in the app. After several time, the shop will not continue again using the voucher for their promos. Based on the interview that writer have been done, in this pandemic, most person has very slow in sales and get very low income meanwhile, they have to spend more for expenses. And then they are trying to apply
to join in the online transportation to become a merchant in their app [11], [11]–[13]. To become a merchant needs some time to apply and validation until their application can be approve and validate as a merchant in Go Food or in Grab Food. They also had to be agreed to cut off their earn by 20% cut off as an app commission.

4. Conclusion

In general, the researchers concluded that before the small business was joined in app, most of them said that their sales very slow right now in pandemic era. Most people like to order food by online using the transportation online app like Go Jek or Grab bike. Because people don’t need to go out only to buy some food. And our government also provide people to leave their own house if it has no necessary need to go. That’s why nowadays, the online transactions are more likely to use than the traditional one. By online, we can get anything we want without wanting to make ourselves in danger or become exposed to the covid19 virus.
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